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Language models are widely used in various
natural language processing (NLP) tasks,
including word prediction and stance detection.
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While language models are commonly pretrained on general-domain texts, pre-trained
models for specific domains that are of public
interest are needed to improve text analysis.
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Pre-training

Contributions
1. Propose a language model pre-trained on a
large amount of Twitter data related to US
politics, specifically the US election 2020.
2. Compare variations of language models on
different NLP tasks: perplexity, mask token
prediction and stance detection.
3. Publicly release models and stance data sets.
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Evaluation Tasks and Results
Perplexity Scores
We find that our model outperforms baselines on
the political data and performs comparably on the
non-political data. Lower scores are better.
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Stance Detection
We use macro-avg F1 to evaluate the models:
RoBERTa (RB), TweetEval (TE), BERTweet (BT),
our PoliBERTweet (PoliBERT), SKEP by Tian et
al. and KE- MLM by Kawintiranon et al. P-M
indicates Poli-Medium.
• Our model outperforms the state-of-theart models on Trump data set by up to 8%.
• On the Biden data set, KE-MLM performs
better than our model by 5%. We
hypothesize that It could perform even
better if it was trained using our model
instead of the vanilla BERT.

*All data sets are non-overlapping

Consists of over 83 million unique English tweets
related to the 2020 US Presidential election, not
including quotes and retweets.
Collected using Twitter APIs (Streaming and
Enterprise Decahose) between January 2020 and
February 2021.

Conclusions
• We present PoliBERTweet, a pretrained language model trained on a
large corpus of political tweets for over
1000 hours using the starting weights
from BERTweet.
• We evaluate PoliBERTweet and other
state-of-the-art models on different NLP
metrics and tasks.
• Our model is valuable for both politicsrelated domains but also general
semantic understanding on Twitter.
• Our evaluation data sets and models are
available at https://github.com/GUDataLab/PoliBERTweet.

Available on

Evaluation Data
NonPoli-Test: 10,000 nonPoli-Test: 10,000 politicsrelated tweets collected using political tweets sampled
using Decahose API.
keywords and hashtags.
Stance Data
We use a stance-labeled data set that focuses on
analyzing tweets about the US 2020 election proposed
by [Kawintiranon & Singh, 2021].

We design our evaluation as a ranking task,
where for each tweet, the model ranks the list
of potential tokens in decreasing order of
relevancy. We evaluate the models using the
Hits@k metric.
• Our model outperforms the other models on
the political data by 4 to 17%.
• On the non-political data, BERTweet
performs best because it is pre-trained on a
more general set of tweets. Our our model
performs comparably to BERTweet.
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